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Abstract

Most lateral ankle sprains occur during cutting movement, therefore, the lateral stability seems relatively important. The
purpose of this study was to analyze the foot kinematics of barefoot when performing side step during the stance phase in
addition to track the angular variation of a large number of foot segments during motion. Ten male college students
specializing in sports were asked to execute the side step barefooted for three trials. Trajectory data were collected from 15
markers and ten motion capture system cameras at 240 Hz. Furthermore, the ground reaction force (2400 Hz) collected by an
AMTI force plate was used to identify the stance phase and return. The shank, calcaneus, mid-foot and metatarsus were
assumed to be 3D rigid bodies. The results of this study showed that the risk of lateral ankle sprain is relatively higher in
sidestep movement due to the wide-angle inversion. While performing sidestep movement, the M1Ps (hallux) is more active
and has more flexion in barefoot. The point of this study is to enhance our understanding of foot motion. It is our hopes that the
results of this study can be applied to the clinical medicine for the evaluation the foot function. We also hope that the findings
on the features of dynamic foot movement can be helpful in improving the functional design of sport footwear.
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Abstract

Lunge movement occurs frequently in badminton. The purpose of this study was to analyze the foot kinematics of barefoot and
with badminton shoes when performing lunge movement during the stance phase in addition to track the angular variation of a
large number of foot segments during motion. Six male collegiate badminton players were asked to execute the lunge
movement barefooted and wearing badminton shoes for three trials. Trajectory data were collected from 15 markers and ten
motion capture system cameras at 240 Hz. Furthermore, the ground reaction force (2400 Hz) measured by an AMTI force plate
was used to identify the stance phase and return. The shank, calcaneus, mid-foot and metatarsus were assumed to be 3D rigid
bodies. The statistics were measured using a paired t-test and two-way repeated measures ANOVA was used for several lunge
movements. The differences in conditions between barefoot and wearing badminton shoes were significant (p<.05). The
results of this study showed a significant difference in the lunge movement in terms of the joint range of motion between
barefoot and with badminton shoes. However, the foot patterns are very much alike when lunging forward and doing forehand
swing to the right. While performing lunge movements, the M1Ps (hallux) is more active and has more flexion in barefoot than
in wearing badminton shoes. The point of this study is to enhance our understanding of foot motion during badminton. We
hope that the findings on the features of dynamic foot movement can be helpful in improving the functional design of
badminton shoes.
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